Andy

--- Original Message ---
From: Margot Anderson at HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2001 1:02 PM
To: Pettis, Larry; Kendell, James; Kydes, Andy; TREVOR COOK at HQ-EXCH
at X400PO; Paula Scallingi at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; jkstier@bpa.gov at内部
at X400PO; ROBERT KRIPOWICZ at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; WILLIAM MAGWOOD at
HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Michael Whalley at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Jay Braitsch
at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; John Conli at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Douglas Carter
at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; David Pumphrey at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; James HART
at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; ZIMMERMAN at HQ-NOTES at X400PO; John Sullivan
at HQ-NOTES at X400PO; Abe Haspel at HQ-NOTES at X400PO
Cc: Joseph Kellther at HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Subject: RE: NEP news

All,

Margot
This was the schedule for Monday. Was it changed on Friday? I thought we may have pulled the morning meetings so everyone could react to our new 1/2. I will call over there.

---Original Message---
From: John_Fenzel@ovp.eop.gov%internet [mailto:John_Fenzel@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2001 5:16 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Julieanna_R._Glover@ovp.eop.gov%internet;
Kmurphy@osec.doc.gov%internet; Dina.Ellis@do.treas.gov%internet;
Sue_Ellen_Wooldridge@IOS.DOI.gov%internet;
Tom_Fulton@osiscons1_ios.doi.gov%internet;
Keith.Collins@USDA.gov%internet; Joseph.Glauber@USDA.gov%internet;
Gallogly@State.gov%internet; McManusm@State.gov%internet;
Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%internet;
Patricia.Stahlschmidt@FEMA.gov%internet; Brenner.Rob@EPA.gov%internet;
Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov%internet; Beale John@EPA.gov%internet;
MPeacock@omb.eop.gov%internet; Mark_A._Weatherly@omb.eop.gov%internet;
Robert_C._McNally@opd.eop.gov%internet;
John_W._Howard@who.eop.gov%internet
Cc: Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%internet
Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%internet
Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%internet
Charles_D._McGrath Jr@ovp.eop.gov%internet;
John_W._Howard@who.eop.gov%internet; jhoward@ceq.eop.gov%internet;
Robert_C._McNally@opd.eop.gov%internet
Subject: Lead Agency Meetings with the NEPD Executive Director/Deputy Director

The following agencies are scheduled to meet with Andrew Lundquist and Karen Knutson at the date/times indicated:

Monday, February 26th:
9:00 am: State Department (Gallogly/McManus)
10:00 am: Department of Interior and CEQ (Symons/Howard)
11:00 am: Department of Energy (Kelliher/Anderson)

Tuesday, February 27th:
9:00 am: Department of Transportation (Poche)
10:00 am: Department of Treasury (Ellis)

Please confirm any additional attendees so they are in the WAVES system and can be granted access.

Many Thanks,
Williams, Ronald L

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Sunday, February 25, 2001 6:12 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: Lead Agency Meetings with the NEPD Executive Director/Deputy Director

---Original Message---
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Sunday, February 25, 2001 6:06 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Lead Agency Meetings with the NEPD Executive Director/Deputy Director

Wow, I don't remember this level of detail being discussed.

---Original Message---
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Sunday, February 25, 2001 5:52 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: FW: Lead Agency Meetings with the NEPD Executive Director/Deputy Director

This was the schedule for Monday. Was it changed on Friday? I thought we may have pulled the morning meetings so everyone could react to our new 1/2. I will call over there.

---Original Message---
From: John_Fenzel@ovp.eop.gov%internet (mailto:John_Fenzel@ovp.eop.gov)
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2001 5:16 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Juleanna_R_Glover@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Kmurphy@osec.doc.gov%internet; Dina.Ellis@do.treas.gov%internet; Sue_Ellen_Wooldridge@ICS.DOI.gov%internet; Tom.Fulton@iosiscns1.ios.doi.gov%internet; Keith.Collins@USDA.gov%internet; Joseph.Glauber@USDA.gov%internet; Gallogly@State.gov%internet; McManusmt@State.gov%internet; Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%internet; Patricia.Stahlschmidt@FEMA.gov%internet; Brenner.Rob@EPA.gov%internet; Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov%internet; Beale.John@EPA.gov%internet; MPeacock@omb.eop.gov%internet; Mark_A_Weatherly@omb.eop.gov%internet; Robert_C_McNally@opd.eop.gov%internet; John_W_Howard@who.eop.gov%internet
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Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
The following agencies are scheduled to meet with Andrew Lundquist and Karen Knutson at the dates/times indicated:

Monday, February 26th:
9:00 am: State Department (Gallogly/McManus)
10:00 am: Department of Interior and CEQ (Symons/Howard)
11:00 am: Department of Energy (Kelliher/Anderson)

Tuesday, February 27th:
9:00 am: Department of Transportation (Poche)
10:00 am: Department of Treasury (Ellis)

Please confirm any additional attendees so they are in the WAVES system and can be granted access.

Many Thanks,

John Fenzel
Williams, Ronald L

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Sunday, February 25, 2001 8:23 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: Lead Agency Meetings with the NEPD Executive Director/Deputy Director

---Original Message---
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Sunday, February 25, 2001 6:16 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Lead Agency Meetings with the NEPD Executive Director/Deputy Director

I can go to the 9 and 10 o'clock as long as I can protect 11:30-12:30. If I don't have a staff meeting, my senior staff will kill me. Too much going that we have to coordinate.

---Original Message---
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Sunday, February 25, 2001 6:12 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: Lead Agency Meetings with the NEPD Executive Director/Deputy Director

---Original Message---
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Sunday, February 25, 2001 6:06 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: Lead Agency Meetings with the NEPD Executive Director/Deputy Director

Wow, I don't remember this level of detail being discussed.
---Original Message---
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Sunday, February 25, 2001 5:52 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: FW: Lead Agency Meetings with the NEPD Executive Director/Deputy Director

This was the schedule for Monday. Was it changed on Friday? I thought we may have pulled the morning meetings so everyone could react to our new 1/2. I will call over there.

---Original Message---
From: John Fenzel@ovp.eop.gov
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2001 5:16 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Juleanna_R_Glover@ovp.eop.gov; KMurphy@osec.doc.gov; Dina.Ellis@do.treas.gov; Sue_Ellen_Woolridge@OS.DOI.gov; Tom_Fulton@ios.doi.gov; Keith.Collins@USDA.gov; Joseph.Glauber@USDA.gov; Galloglyj@State.gov; McManusmt@State.gov; Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov; Patricia.Stahlschmidt@FEMA.gov; Brenner_Rob@EPA.gov; Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov; Beale.John@EPA.gov; MPeacock@omb.eop.gov; Mark_A_Weatherly@omb.eop.gov; Robert_C_McNally@ovp.eop.gov; John_W_Howard@who.eop.gov; Karen_Y_Knutson@ovp.eop.gov; Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov; Charles_D_McGrath_Jr@ovp.eop.gov; John_W_Howard@who.eop.gov; jhoward@ceq.eop.gov; Robert_C_McNally@ovp.eop.gov
Cc: Andrew_D_Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov; Karen_Y_Knutson@ovp.eop.gov; Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov; Charles_D_McGrath_Jr@ovp.eop.gov; John_W_Howard@who.eop.gov; jhoward@ceq.eop.gov; Robert_C_McNally@ovp.eop.gov
Subject: Lead Agency Meetings with the NEPD Executive Director/Deputy Director

The following agencies are scheduled to meet with Andrew Lundquist and Karen Knutson at the date/times indicated:

Monday, February 26th:
9:00 am: State Department (Gallogly/McManus)
10:00 am: Department of Interior and CEQ (Symons/Howard)
11:00 am: Department of Energy (Kelliher/Anderson)

Tuesday, February 27th:
9:00 am: Department of Transportation (Poche)
10:00 am: Department of Treasury (Ellis)

Please confirm any additional attendees so they are in the WAVES system and can be granted access.

Many Thanks.

John Fenzel
To: Anderson, Margot  
From: Ke  
Subject: FW: Cancellation of NEPD Working Group Meeting

---Original Message---
From: Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov%internet  
[mailto:Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2001 10:41 AM
To: Kellihier, Joseph; Julieanna_R_Glover@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Kmurphy@osec.doc.gov%internet; Dina.Ellis@do.treasury.gov%internet; Sue_Ellen_Woolnedge@ios.DOI.gov%internet; Tom_Fulton@ios.icn1.ios.doi.gov%internet; Keith_Collins@USDA.gov%internet; Joseph.Glauber@USDA.gov%internet; Galloglyjs@State.gov%internet; McManusmt@State.gov%internet; Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%internet; Patricia.Stahlschmidt@FEMA.gov%internet; Brenner.Rob@EPA.gov%internet; Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov%internet; Beale.John@EPA.gov%internet; MPeacock@omb.eop.gov%internet; Mark_A_Weatherly@omb.eop.gov%internet; Robert_C_McNally@opd.eop.gov%internet; William_Beltenberg@OS.DOI.gov%internet; Tom_Fulton@OS.DOI.gov%Margot.Anderson%internet; mieblanc@cfr.eop.gov%internet; jhoward@cfr.eop.gov%internet  
Cc: Andrew_D_Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Karen_Y_Knulson@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Charles_D_McGrath_Jr@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Robert_C_McNally@opd.eop.gov%internet  
Subject: Cancellation of NEPD Working Group Meeting

Due to a conflict in Andrew Lundquist's schedule, the working group meeting scheduled for Monday, February 26, 2001, at 3:30 PM has been canceled. We'll do it on Wednesday, February 28, 2001, at 4:00 PM in the VP's Ceremonial Office.

The schedule for individual chapter meetings is as follows:

Transportation - Tuesday, February 27 - 9:00 AM  
Treasury - Tuesday, February 27 -10:00 AM

We'll provide you with the schedule for other review meetings as they are finalized.

I have also attached, for your information, the latest drafts prepared by DOE of the Regional Issues and Chapters 1 and 2.

(See attached file: sect4.doc)

(See attached file: secrg3.doc)
Any questions, give either John Fenzel or me a call. John is on 456-7953.
I am on 456-7874.

Charlie Smith
From: Terry, Tracy
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2001 12:18 PM
To: Conti, John; Anderson, Margot
Subject: NEP graphs - more on elec

---Original Message---
From: Conti, John
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2001 8:18 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Terry, Tracy
Subject: RE: NEP graphs - elec

Can you be more specific? What should I fix?

---Original Message---
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2001 8:04 AM
To: Conti, John; Terry, Tracy
Subject: RE: NEP graphs - elec

---Original Message---
From: Conti, John
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2001 8:02 AM
To: Terry, Tracy; Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: NEP graphs - elec

---Original Message---
From: Terry, Tracy
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2001 5:26 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Conti, John
Due to a conflict in Andrew Lundquist's schedule, the working group meeting scheduled for Monday, February 26, 2001, at 3:30 PM has been canceled. We'll do it on Wednesday, February 28, 2001, at 4:00 PM in the VP's Ceremonial Office.

The schedule for individual chapter meetings is as follows:

- Transportation - Tuesday, February 27 - 9:00 AM
- Treasury - Tuesday, February 27 - 10:00 AM

We'll provide you with the schedule for other review meetings as they are finalized.

I have also attached, for your information, the latest drafts prepared by DOE of the Regional Issues and Chapters 1 and 2.

(See attached file: sec1.4.doc)

(See attached file: secreg3.doc)

Any questions, give either John Fenzel or me a call. John is on 456-7953. I am on 456-7874.

Charlie Smith
From: Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2001 1:03 PM
To: Kellie, Joseph; Anderson, Margot; Juleanna_R_Glover@ovp.eop.gov; Kmurphy@osec.doc.gov; Dina.Ellis@do.treas.gov; Sue_Ellen_Wooldridge@IOS.DOI.gov; Tom_Fulton@iosiscns1.ios.doi.gov; Keith.Collins@USDA.gov; Joseph.Glauber@USDA.gov; Galloglyj@State.gov; McManusmt@State.gov; Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov; Brenner.Rob@EPA.gov; Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov; Beale.John@EPA.gov; MPeacock@omb.eop.gov; Mark_A._Weathery@omb.eop.gov; Robert_C._McNally@opd.eop.gov; William_Bettenburg@IOS.DOI.gov; Tom_Fulton@IOS.DOI.gov; mleblanc@ceq.eop.gov; jhoward@ceq.eop.gov
Cc: Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov; Karen_Y_Knutson@ovp.eop.gov; Charles_D._McCrath_Jr@ovp.eop.gov; Robert_C._McNally@opd.eop.gov
Subject: Cancellation of the Principals' Meeting

FYI: The principals' meeting scheduled for Wednesday, February 28, 2001, has also been cancelled due to the budget roll-out. The next meeting is Tuesday, March 6 at 10:00.
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Saturday, March 24, 2001 10:29 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: refinery action

Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
From: Wheeler, Evelyn [WheelerE@state.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 3:02 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: McManus, Matthew T
Subject: RE: NEPD Deadline

Thanks, Margot.

Evelyn Wheeler
EB/ESC/EC/EPC - Room 3535
Phone: (202) 647-4557
Fax: (202) 647-4037
This message is unclassified under precepts of EO 12958.

---Original Message---
From: Anderson, Margot [mailto:Margot.Anderson@hq.doe.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2001 6:39 PM
To: Wheeler, Evelyn
Cc: McManus, Matthew T; Gallogly, Stephen J; Kelliher, Joseph;
Hudome, Randa; Andrew Lundquist, OVP; Karen Knutson at OVP; Charlie
Smith, OVP; John Fenzel, OVP; Kjersten Drager, OVP; Kevin Murphy,
DOC
Subject: RE: NEPD Deadline

Evelyn,

Here are some comments on a previous version of chapter 10. They might still be useful.

Margot

---Original Message---
From: Wheeler, Evelyn [mailto:WheelerE@state.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2001 5:02 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot; Hudome, Randa; Andrew
Lundquist, OVP; Karen Knutson at OVP; Charlie Smith, OVP; John
Fenzel, OVP; Kjersten Drager, OVP; Kevin Murphy, DOC
Cc: McManus, Matthew T, Gallogly, Stephen J
Subject: NEPD Deadline

We made a mistake in telling you in our prior e-mail that the Friday meeting
is at 1:00 in the afternoon. It's at 10:00 in the a.m. So, the earlier you
can get us your comments, the better. Thank you for all your help!
I'm still working on graphics. They will be sent later.

Sincerely,

Christopher J. Freitas
Program Manager, Natural Gas Infrastructure
(302) 586-1657

energyinfrastructure2.doc
How do I edit this? If I want to add an action do I insert a cell or a row?

---Original Message---
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Saturday, March 24, 2001 10:34 AM
To: Kellih, Joseph
Subject: RE: refinery action

No, just finished editing 8 and inserting graphics (no guidance from program offices on placement). I edited with a view toward what are options are going to be - but this consistency check will take more work after we have the options list.

---Original Message---
From: Kellih, Joseph
Sent: Saturday, March 24, 2001 10:29 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: refinery action

I split one action "Preserving U.S. Refining Viability" into two actions, but don't know how to edit -- here is the second part:

---

Maybe you can insert this when I am done working with the document, which will be awhile yet.

I am editing some of the policy options as I work on policy goals for action clusters. I hope that does not throw off what you are doing.
From: Cook, Trevor
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2001 9:53 AM
To: Connell, Elizabeth; Stamos, John; Herczeg, John; Johnson, Shane; Magwood, William; Knipp. Robert, Marcus, Gail
Subject: National Energy Policy Task Force Papers
Importance: High

Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
From: Cook, Trevor
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2001 10:54 AM
To: Stamos, John
Subject: FW: These are the remaining placeholders for the nuclear policy initiatives
Importance: High

----Original Message----
From: Cook, Trevor
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 12:54 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: These are the remaining placeholders for the nuclear policy initiatives
Importance: High

Thanks for getting these in, we will have full papers on Tuesday, possibly Wednesday, but these convey the gist of our ideas.

Trevor.